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Expert Guide: Climate Change
Looking for an expert on climate change? University of Richmond faculty and staff are available to discuss many aspects of climate change and the environment. Explore our new experts guide dedicated to climate change on our newsroom.

In fact, we now have a dedicated expert guides feed, which you can find at news.richmond.edu/experts. Let us know if we can connect you with our experts.

Expert Resource: NASCAR
The Monster Energy NASCAR Cup Series will be under the lights at Richmond Raceway Sept. 20-21. Physics professor Christine Helms explains the science behind the sport in our latest expert video: Physics of NASCAR. Helms is the author of NASCAR may be the fastest way to learn physics via The Conversation, an independent news source specializing in articles written by university scholars. All Conversation articles are available to republish for free under the Creative Commons.

On Deck
And speaking of NASCAR, this year the University of Richmond will be chasing the checkered flag. Landon Cassill, number 00, will race a UR-branded Chevrolet Camaro VL1(see attached photo) during the Monster Energy NASCAR Cup Series. A replica car and Cassill will make a pit stop on campus Sept. 19. The car will be on display from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on The Forum, a central hub for the University of Richmond campus. Cassill will be onsite from 3-5 p.m. to meet the campus community.

Visit our newsroom at news.richmond.edu for more UR news you can use.
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